
LESSON 6: The Engineering Notebook

An engineering notebook is where an engineer documents, in chronological order, all of his/her

work that is associated with a specifc design project. It contains a clear and detailed descripton

of the design process. It is intended to capture vital details of the engineering process, and is an

ongoing  record  of  a  project.  Experiments  are  recorded,  including  ideas,  inventon  insights,

observatons and other details relatng to the progression of informaton. More mundane tasks,

such as meetngs or appointments, are also recorded in the book for tmeline verifcaton.

As a future engineer, your job is familiarize yourself  with the tools of the trade. Having an

engineering notebook and knowing how to prepare and use one is good practce.

Importance:

When an engineer is working on a project, there can be legal questons that must be answered 

or a patent dispute can arise. Keeping detailed notes proves the ongoing work on the project 

and the engineer's involvement. For these reasons, engineers are taught to record informaton 

in a certain way to show the trail of the project.

In your case, the science and engineering fair requires an engineering notebook that keeps 

track of your project’s progress. The notebook will also establish your ownership and 

involvement in the project since all entries are dated and signed. The engineering notebook is 

also uses for copyrights and possible patents.

Notebook Best Practces:

 Use quad ruled paper.  The notebook should be bound,  which means the  pages  are

sttched together. Spiral notebooks or legal pads are not acceptable because pages can

be torn out. The sttched binding proves that all pages are accounted for. 

 Text must be writen in permanent ink. Pencil or erasable ink is not appropriate.

  Documentng project informaton on each page with the project number, code names

and the number of the project book ensures contnuity. 

 Design ideas,  calculatons,  notes and daily issues should be recorded.  Cut and paste

print-outs of digital fles that you create or use as reference. Sign your name so that it

extends across both the notebook page and the inserted document.

 For sketches, label all parts of the sketch, describe each sketch

 Make progress entries – refect on tasks accomplished, successes, and failures. Refect 

on future needs and tasks to be completed.



 All  entries must be signed and dated. Also, other partcipants or witnesses should sign

and  date  as  appropriate.  For  example,  afer  an  engineering  meetng,  people  who

partcipated should sign the book. 

 Do not leave blank space. If there is extra space, draw an X or a line across it and sign.

 No atempt   should be made to erase entries or use "white out" to make correctons.

Errors  should  have  one  line  drawn  through  the  data  with  initals  and  the  date  of

correcton. 

 Most notebooks contain confdental informaton and should be safeguarded.

 Include a statement of the proprietary nature of notebook.  Accurate, thorough records 

provide an accountable order of details on a project

How to Set Up your Engineering Notebook:

1. Use a compositon notebook.

2. Divide the notebook into the following sectonss

Title Page 

Table of Contents (*which can be done later)

General Chronological Entries  (*which is the bulk of the entries)

References 

Business/Expert Contacts

3. The General Entries’ secton contains the followings 

 The problem 

  Research 

 Sketches with labels and descriptons 

 Brainstorming notes 

 Calculatons 

 Your daily thoughts and ideas 

 Pictures 

 Expert input (names, positons, contact info, details of conversatons) 

 Work sessions and meetng summaries 

 Test procedures, results, and conclusions 

 Digital technical drawings 

 Design modifcatons

Other Consideratons:

Additonal steps can be taken to improve the quality of the records in the notebook. In general,
write legibly. Provide enough detail that someone else can understand the project and "step in"
if required. Label or describe calculatons, fgures or charts. If additonal material is required



such as printed test results or meetng agendas, atach the material to a page in correct order
and make notes describing the atachment. For additonal documentaton too large to ft in the
notebook, write detailed notes about the informaton and follow correct guidelines on storing
the informaton.

Patent Signifcance:

Engineering notebooks are one of the most important aspects of the patent process. To pursue
a patent, a detailed account of the development steps with dates is necessary. According to The
Book Factory, a producer of engineering notebooks, to use the notebook for patent actvites,
"You must have at least one non-inventor corroborate that the events actually happened and
that  he  or  she  understood  your  inventon  by  signing  and  datng  the  "Disclosed  to  and
Understood  by"  signature  blocks.”   Certain  details  are  important  to  prove  originaton  of
patentable ideas. The engineering notebook will prove the date the idea was conceived, the
date that a working model was created, or the dates that atempts were made. This is termed
as "reducing to practce." For long gaps in this tmeline, provide details for the delay. Provide
enough  informaton  so  that  someone  else  on  the  team  could  replicate  the  steps  of  the
inventon. Document the practce or best way to use the inventon.


